Data Analyst (Energy), 2 Sisters Food Group

West Bromwich, UK

As one of the leading food manufacturing companies in the UK, we make a wide-range of food, from branded goods like Fox’s Biscuits and Goodfella’s Pizza to countless own label products for customers including Aldi, Asda, Co-op, KFC, Lidl, Marks & Spencer, Morrison’s, Sainsbury’s, Tesco and Waitrose.

We are one of British business’s most compelling success stories of the past 20 years with more than 23,000 colleagues drawn from 36 nationalities working across over 40 sites.

Job in a Nutshell:

A new and critical role has arisen for an Analyst based in West Bromwich, reporting directly into the Head of Procurement for Energy supply, who is responsible for circa £50m spend across Electricity, Gas, Water Fuel Oil and LPG. This key person within the team will be responsible for collecting, analysing and interpreting all internal and external energy information required to inform procurement and consumption decision-making.

Supporting, informing and engaging key internal stakeholders, they will be make recommendations to the Head of Energy on short and long-term utilities procurement in line with risk management strategy and energy efficiency strategy.

About the Role – Key Accountabilities:

- To manage all data-mining and reporting for the Energy function
- To collect all internal and external data and turn into information supporting Procurement decisions
- To work with suppliers and sites to ensure all metering and billing is up to date and correct
- To produce central and site-based analysis from sub-metering that informs Energy Efficiency and Demand Side response strategy
- To prepare monthly updates for each Business Unit showing MOM, YOY and vs budget performance with insight on issues and actions
- To assist Head of Energy in day to day activities and wider Group Strategy

This supports a variety of business processes including: Procurement, Value Chain / Energy Efficiency, Budgeting, PPV, P&L reporting, Accounts Payable and Legal.

About You – Role Requirements:

- Educated to degree level 2:1 or equivalent
- Experience within a similar data analysis / reporting role
- Ideally from a utilities or commodities background
- Able to disseminate multiple sources of complex data and turn into information to aid decision making
- Highly numerate and analytical
- Advanced Excel and database skills
- Advanced Presentation skills (PowerPoint and face to face)
- Good time management/prioritisation
- Knowledge of futures markets and flexible purchasing contracts advantageous

Along with being part of a friendly team with a competitive salary and benefits package, working for 2 Sisters you will benefit from building a personalised development plan with your line manager and gaining access to learning and development resources aimed at building your skills, knowledge and abilities to become an expert within your field.